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Foreword by the Commissioners:
To: Mr. Denis Naughten, T.D., Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment;
Mr. Simon Coveney, T.D., Minister for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government.
The Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) is Ireland’s
independent energy and water regulator and was
established in 1999. Since then our responsibilities, powers
and functions have expanded and we are now tasked
with a wide range of economic, customer protection and
safety responsibilities in energy and water. Our mission is
to regulate water, energy and energy safety in the public
interest.
The CER Strategic Plan 2014-18 sets out our six strategic
goals which are to ensure:
 That energy and gas are safely supplied;
 That the lights stay on;
 That the gas continues to flow;
 A reliable supply of clean water and efficient treatment of
wastewater;
 That the prices charges are fair and reasonable; and
 Regulation is best international practice.
The consumer and public interest lies at the heart of all
we do. Our 2017 Work Programme is designed to deliver
specific activities which are prioritised as being the most
important in delivering the CER’s mission, vision and
strategic goals to provide consumers and the country with a
secure, sustainable, efficient supply of energy and water and
that relevant energy activities are delivered safely. Some key
highlights for 2017 will include:
 Enhancing outcomes for water customers by monitoring
Irish Water expenditure and delivery, and progressing the
redesign of non-domestic charges;
 Delivering better consumer outcomes by enhancing
competition through the I-SEM wholesale electricity
market redesign project and by empowering consumers
with better information on their choices and rights in the
retail energy market;

 Protecting lives and property through rigorous safety
audit and inspections, and by extending and enhancing
the safety framework including for non-domestic gas
installers;
 Incentivising monopoly networks to deliver for
consumers through the gas network price review and a
new electricity connections policy; and
 Ensuring CER delivers best practice regulation by
implementing new HR and ICT strategies and engaging
the OECD in Ireland’s first peer review of an independent
regulator.
Supporting these priorities, the CER has agreed ambitious
Key Performance Indicators with both the Department of
Communications, Climate Action and Environment and
the Department of Housing, Planning, Community and
Local Government. This ambitious programme reflects the
challenging and dynamic environment within which the CER
operates, including evolving national policy frameworks for
energy and water, a significant EU legislative agenda and
the global challenge to address climate change.

(L-R)
PAUL McGOWAN, GARRET BLANEY (CHAIR),
AOIFE MACEVILLY

As a regulator, the input of all our stakeholders is vital
in assisting in the development of future energy and
water policy and we will continue to look to improve our
consultation platforms and how we communicate with
industry, Government and consumers. In 2017 we will
also progress the organisational name change to the
Commission for Regulation of Utilities as provided for in the
Energy Act 2016.
Overall, the most valuable component in the delivery of
this work plan is the people within the CER. Through their
aptitude, talent and experience, they continue to produce key
outcomes in a challenging industry. The CER is committed to
supporting their development and the growth of their skills
to allow the organisation to continue to deliver vital work for
the Irish public.
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Strategic Goals and 2017 Priorities:
The CER is committed, on an annual basis, to delivering on the strategic goals it has set itself, as identified in the Strategic
Plan 2014-181. To support this plan, the CER has identified the following high level priorities in 2017 to support each of
these strategic goals to deliver on the CER’s mission of ‘regulating water, energy and energy safety in the public interest’.
Each of these high level priorities translate into detailed work streams and actions, that are set out in the different areas
of Energy Safety, Energy Networks, Water Regulation, Smart Metering, Energy Markets and Operations. (Full Details in
Appendix 1).

Strategic Goal 1:
To Ensure that “energy and gas are supplied safely” – A World Class Public Safety Record
We will:
 Regulate the activities of petroleum, natural gas and LPG licenced undertakings to ensure they are operating safely
 Ensure the registration bodies monitor the work of gas installers and electrical contractors to provide peace of mind to consumers
 Provide information which helps improve the safety of householders and the general public.
 Investigate and prosecute gas and electrical contractors who break the law by operating illegally outside of the registration schemes.

Strategic Goals 2 & 3:
To Ensure that “the lights stay on” and “the gas continues to flow” – Secure Electricity and Gas
Supplies from production to consumption with improved diversity of sources
We will:
 Enhance electricity and gas market monitoring and planning to provide long-term sustainability and security for the consumer
 Redesign the policy for future connections to the energy networks and interconnections with neighbouring markets
 Deliver new services to ensure security of supply in tandem with more use of renewable energy sources
 Review the investment requirements for the transmission and distribution of natural gas to meet consumers’ needs in Ireland for the next five years.

1 http://www.cer.ie/document-detail/Strategic-Plan-2014-2018/49 published on CER’s website on 1st October 2014.
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Strategic Goal 4:
To Ensure “a reliable supply of clean water and efficient treatment of wastewater” – Secure, Robust
Water Supplied and Waste Water Disposal
We will:
 Deliver policies on connection charging and non-domestic water charges
 Focus on investment to address the gap between water infrastructure and future needs
 Drive efficiency in the delivery of Irish Water’s operations and capital investments
 Facilitate the voice of consumers through the Public Water Forum.

Strategic Goal 5:
To Ensure that “the prices charged are fair and reasonable” – Fully Competitive Retail Markets and
Well-Regulated Networks Delivering Fair and Efficient Prices to Customers
We will:
 Redesign a more competitive, efficient and integrated wholesale electricity market (I-SEM), which delivers more for consumers and enhances sustainability
and security of supply
 Transform retail markets through the smart metering programme, through key policy decisions and cost benefit analysis aimed at facilitating innovation
while protecting, empowering and informing consumers
 Ensure fairness and transparency for consumers through enhanced monitoring and enforcement of suppliers activities
 Enhance our customer advocacy role through providing advice and information as well as managing complaints and dispute resolution across water,
electricity and natural gas sectors.

Strategic Goal 6:
To Ensure “regulation is best international practice” – Living up to the Values of CER
We will:
 Deliver consumer focused communications to support safety, quality and choice across gas, electricity and water
 Support development of our staff to ensure their skills continue to deliver best practice and quality at all levels
 Use information technology and communications solutions to improve the efficiency of our services.
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Appendix 1: 2017 CER Work Plan
The following tables provide details of the key work priorities, key performance indicators and the actions the CER will undertake to
deliver in each area of responsibility during 2017.

ENERGY SAFETY
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2017
1. Complete the annual audit and inspection programmes under of the Petroleum Safety Framework (PSF), Gas Safety Framework (GSF) and Safety. Supervisory Schemes (SSS)
and monitor findings to successful close out.
2. Process all applications for Authorisations to Construct and Generation Licences.
3. Establish a voluntary registration scheme for Non-Domestic Gas Installers.
4. Develop and update elements of the Gas Safety Framework and the licensing process for Generation Licences and Authorisations to Construct.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Annual Safety Report to Minister showing key trends in Gas Safety Framework, Petroleum Safety Framework and Safety Supervisory Bodies (SSBs).
2. Compliance demonstrated through the completion of the planned number of audits and inspections of Undertakings/Owners/Operators.
3. Improved safety achieved by the close out of non-conformances by undertakings and SSBs within agreed timelines.
4. Key trends recorded in annual survey of awareness amongst the general public of key safety messages.
5. All reports of illegal activity relevant to regulation of gas installers and electrical contractors investigated to improve public safety.
6. Taking of enforcement action under the PSF, GSF or Electrical and Gas Safety Supervisory Schemes, as necessary to improve public safety.
7. Decisions on safety cases (including for the introduction of Compressed Natural Gas and Biogas) that are timely and in line with the principles of better .regulation.
8. Successful implementation of a voluntary Scheme for Non-Domestic Gas Installers in line with the project timeline.
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WORK PLAN FOR 2017
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 1

TO ENSURE THAT “ELECTRICITY AND GAS ARE SUPPLIED SAFELY” – FACILITATING A WORLD CLASS
PUBLIC SAFETY RECORD

COMPLIANCE ASSURANCE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Conduct ongoing audits and inspections
of each regulated entity from a safety
perspective.

 Audits and inspections of Licenced Undertakings (Natural Gas Transmission & Distribution) (including CNG and Biogas),
Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) distribution, Natural Gas Shipper/Suppliers
Natural Gas
–

Transmission Audits (2)

–

Transmission Inspections (4)

–

Interconnector Inspections (2)

–

Distribution Audits (2)

–

Distribution Inspections (5)

LPG
–

Audits (4)

–

Inspections (2)

–

Shipper & Shipper/Supplier Audits (5)

 Assessment of Gas Safety Framework safety cases submitted - Including addition of Compressed Natural Gas and Biogas.
 Assessment of Petroleum Safety Framework (PSF) safety case assessments including material change and Acknowledge of
Compliance (AoC) applications
 Audits and Inspections of Petroleum Undertakings, Operators/Owners holding safety permits against plan. Publication of
ROAI and internal report.
 Audits and Inspections of each Safety Supervisory Body (SSB) inspector and operations:
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–

Registered Gas Installers of Ireland (RGII) Inspectors (14)

–

Safe Electric Inspectors (17)

–

Audit SSB Operations against Criteria Document (2)

–

Financial Audit of Safety Supervisory Bodies (SSB’s) (2)

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Use results of audits and inspections to
inform ongoing improvements in the safety
framework.

 GSF - Licenced Natural Gas and LPG Undertakings Audit Reports and follow ups; Safety Case Assessments / Ensuring
undertakings are working to the principles of ALARP / Review of GSF Framework Document
 PSF- Progress in closing out actions on the follow up action register. Actions are based on ROAI findings
 Safety Supervisory Body audits & inspections reports, follow up actions and feed into on-going improvement of regulatory
schemes.

ENFORCEMENT – ENFORCING COMPLIANCE WITH THE REGULATORY SYSTEMS WHEN REQUIRED
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Investigate and take appropriate enforcement
actions against petroleum, gas and electricity
undertakings, operators or owners (including
gas installers & electrical contractors) to
ensure compliance with the safety regulatory
systems

 GSF Incident Investigation / Enforcement – Legislative enforcement actions taken against Licenced Undertakings as
appropriate
 PSF Incident Investigations of reported incidents. Output is report to EU Commission on incidents. Output is incident
investigation reports.
 PSF enforcement recommendations reports (opening/progress/closing) for potential and actual enforcement actions taken
against Petroleum Undertakings/Operators/Owners
 Gas and Electrical Safety Supervision:
–

Investigate allegations of electrical and gas illegal works,

–

Prosecute where required,

–

Assessment of programme directed at illegal electrical and gas works

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT - AN EVOLVING IMPROVING SAFETY FRAMEWORK IN LINE WITH TECHNICAL AND LEGISLATIVE
DEVELOPMENTS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Ensure regular performance reporting by
each regulated entity against CER prescribed
appropriate suites of safety performance
indicators.

 Assessment of quarterly performance reports from Gas Licenced Undertakings
 Assessment of quarterly performance reports from Petroleum Undertakings/operators/owners
 Assessment of quarterly performance reports from Safety Supervisory Bodies
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SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Engage with the industry, through safety
governance groups and through public
consultation, to determine and implement
specific improvements to the relevant safety
framework.

 Development and introduction of CNG Safety Case Guidelines
–

Q1 - 2017 - Public Consultation

–

Q2 - 2017 - Final Decision Published

 Development and introduction of Biogas Safety Case Guidelines, if required
 Review and update of Gas Safety Framework, in particular
–

Shipper supplier arrangements

–

Incident reporting guidelines

–

Biogas

–

CNG

 Regular contacts with Irish Offshore Operators Association and industry, including through consultations.
 Regular meetings of groups relevant to the electrical & gas safety schemes including – Industry Representative Panel,
Electricity and Gas Modifications Committees, Gas Safety Promotion and Public Awareness Committee and relevant
standards committees
 Extension of RGII Scheme to include Non Domestic Gas Works:
–

Facilitate stakeholder group meetings,

–

Voluntary register in place - Q3 2017

–

Decision on scheme entry requirements - Q4 2017.

 Implement system to assess the equivalence of qualifications for entry to RGII and Safe Electric Scheme
 Support the establishment by the National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI) of an agreed programme of work for
electrical standards.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE
Complete the implementation of the
Petroleum Safety Act 2015.
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 Completion of update of PSF internal documents for Directive 2013/30/EU including the submission of reports to the EU.

SAFETY PROMOTION & PUBLIC AWARENESS - UNDERTAKING COMPREHENSIVE PROMOTION AND PUBLIC AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS:

Increase general public awareness of gas and
electrical safety issues to take preventative
and positive actions with respect to energy
safety including higher levels of awareness of
the Registered Gas Installer and Registered
Electrical Contractor schemes.

 Promotion and public awareness of electrical contractor scheme:

Identify and promote, in co-operation
with other public bodies/agencies, public
awareness on specific safety issues such as
Carbon Monoxide.

–

Develop new promotional media Q1-2 2017.

–

Develop annual promotional campaign Q2 2017.

 Redevelopment of Safe Electric website:
–

Award contract: Jan 2017

–

Commence Development of website in February 2017

–

Go Live in Q3 2017.

 Promotion and Public Awareness:
–

CO Week Campaign September 2017

–

RGII advertisement campaign 2017.

EXTERNAL ENGAGEMENT – CO-OPERATING AND WORKING WITH OTHER AGENCIES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Co-operate and consult with relevant agencies
and bodies whose functions complement or
overlap with the CER’s functions underpinned
with Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) and
agreed working practices.

 GSF Stakeholder Engagement
–

Gas Safety Committee

–

Update Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the Health Safety Authority (HSA).

 PSF - Ongoing cooperation with relevant statutory agencies, in particular Coast Guard, Department of Communications,
Climate Action and Environment (DCCAE) and HSA in accordance with MoUs.
 Gas and Electrical Safety Supervision Stakeholder engagement as required, including training providers and RGII and REC
customers.
 Attendance at relevant EU meetings.
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HIGH LEVEL GOAL 6

GOAL 6. TO ENSURE “REGULATION IS BEST INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE” – LIVING UP TO OUR VALUES

REGULATORY PRACTICE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Regularly reviewing regulatory practice to
document and implement best regulatory
practice

 Development of PSF Technical Knowledge Library.

OTHER: LICENCING
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

The issuance of Electricity Authorisation and
Generation Licences

 Issuance of Authorisations to Construct and Generation Licences.
 Review current arrangements for the issuance of Authorisations to Construct and Generation Licences.
–

Make recommendations to improve process for applicants

 Receive and collate annual compliance data from holders of Generation Licences.
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ENERGY NETWORKS
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2017
1. Complete the regulatory components of the Secure Sustainable Electricity Programme (DS3) necessary to support the evolution of DS3 system services in 2017.
2. Progress the creation of an enduring electricity connection policy.
3. Complete the new five year revenue strategy for gas networks (2017 – 2022) in context of the Gas Networks Ireland (GNI) Demand Growth Strategy.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Issue Gas price Control (PC4) consultation in Q2 2017.
2. Issue Gas price Control (PC4) Decision in Q3 2017.
3. Implement new monitoring and reporting framework for gas and electricity networks by Q3 2017.
4. Review and publish all network related tariffs for gas and electricity by Q3 2017.
5. Progress all network disputes in accordance with statutory timelines.
6. East-West Interconnector (EWIC) Certification Decision by Q3 2017.
7. Implementation of relevant statutory requirements relating to the European Network Codes in Gas and Electricity.
8. All regulatory policy documents relating to DS3 in place in accordance with project programme.
9. Discharge monitoring and reporting obligations relating to gas and electricity security of supply.
10. Publish Consultation on enduring electricity connection policy by Q3 2017.
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WORK PLAN FOR 2017
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 2

TO ENSURE THAT “THE LIGHTS STAY ON” - SECURE ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES FROM PRODUCTION TO
CONSUMPTION

INFRASTRUCTURE: ELECTRICITY NETWORKS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Work with the electricity network owners
and operators to implement the appropriate
levels of development to support security
of supply, renewable development and a
competitive electricity sector. Ensure that
network enhancement and development is
carried out efficiently and that benefits are
analysed against associated costs. We will use
network price controls and regular monitoring
to deliver this action.

 Carry out a certification process for Eirgrid Interconnector Limited (EIL) under Directive EC/2009/72.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Continue to monitor the delivery of Gate 3
connections to ensure network connections
support delivery of national renewable targets
for 2020.

 Progress all network related disputes in line with statutory timelines /Chair Generator Connections Liaison Group meetings
to monitor delivery.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Review the connection policy with the aim of
providing a fair opportunity for generation to
receive offers of connection to the networks
taking account of system needs, limitations
and national policy.

 Publish a consultation on the new enduring connection policy.
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 Publish a decision paper on the 17/18 transmission and distribution tariffs.

 Present internally an emerging thinking paper on the new enduring connection policy.
 Address existing regulatory matters relating to existing connection policy and charging policies.

GENERATOR ADEQUACY /POWER SYSTEM RESILIENCE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Monitor generator adequacy & other forms of
capacity, such as demand side management,
storage and interconnection to ensure
security of supply standards are achieved.

 Continue review of network development plans and forecasts statements.

EMERGENCY PLANNING – POLICIES TO DEAL WITH EMERGENCY EVENTS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Work through the Task Force on Emergency
Procedures (TFEP) group to identify
implement and monitor plans and protocols
to minimise the effect of emergency events on
electricity and gas customers.

 Conduct emergency planning and exercise (including internally within the CER).
 Hold 1st Gas and Electricity Emergency Planning (GEEP) meetings and EU Security of Supply (SoS) co-ordination.
 Hold 2nd GEEP meetings and EU SoS co-ordination.
 Report to the minister.

HIGH LEVEL GOAL 3

TO ENSURE THAT “THE GAS CONTINUES TO FLOW” – SECURE NATURAL GAS SUPPLIES WITH
IMPROVED DIVERSITY OF SOURCES

GAS MARKET OPERATIONAL STRUCTURES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Work with the Northern Ireland Utility
Regulator, the Energy Regulator in Great
Britain and the natural gas industry to
implement the European network codes
which delivers improved gas security of supply
and improved benefits for the market and
customers.

 Meet with NIAUR (Northern Ireland Authority for Utility Regulation) and United Kingdom (UK) (6 way quarterly meetings).
 Work with NIAUR and UK and relevant Government Departments to understand Brexit issues (quarterly meetings).
 Finalise access conditions for Republic of Ireland (ROI) shipper using SNP.
 Ongoing chairing of Code Modification forum.
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GAS SYSTEM RESILIENCE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Monitor Irish gas demand and analyse the
impacts of various gas supply and availability
scenarios to ensure sufficient capacity is
available to satisfy demand from all sources.

 To review and decide on Short term, within day & over runs (demand drop off)

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Examine possible sources of gas for the longterm, including indigenous sources, LNG and
increased gas storage.

 Continue to monitor the regulatory approach to Renewable Natural Gas (RNG) (biogas & Compressed Natural Gas).

 Continue to review network development plans and winter and summer outlooks.

 Consultation paper on connection policy of new sources gas including indigenous and RNG.

INFRASTRUCTURE: GAS NETWORKS – IMPLEMENT NEW FIVE YEAR REVENUE STRATEGY FOR GAS NETWORKS (2017 – 2022)
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Carry out full historical and forecast revenue
review of gas networks to put in place the
correct mechanism for the period 2017 - 2022.

 Full review of GNI data submissions.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Consultations will be carried out on proposed
revenues, controls and models in 2016. The
network reviews will be analysed in order
to ensure that necessary and appropriate
network development is planned and carried
out efficiently.

 Consultants draft reports for Financial; Transmission and Distribution to be sent and reviewed by team. Model updated.
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 Consultation papers on Transmission and Distribution on submission from GNI.
 Decision papers for both Transmission and Distribution to be published.
 Annual review and setting of gas network tariffs.

HIGH LEVEL GOAL 5

TO ENSURE THAT “THE PRICES CHARGED ARE FAIR AND REASONABLE” - FULLY COMPETITIVE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETS AND WELL-REGULATED NETWORKS, DELIVERING FAIR AND
EFFICIENT PRICES TO CUSTOMERS

WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY: THE SINGLE ELECTRICITY MARKET
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

We will work with ACER and the CEER to seek
common European solutions to the challenges
our market faces, where practicable

 Ongoing interaction with the Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER); Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER);
Tariff FG

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

1. Minimise curtailment of renewable
generators by increasing incentives for
flexibility for conventional generators.

 Successfully conclude the regulatory policy for the system services element of the DS3 programme.

2. The SEMC/CER, under DS3, to complete a
review of ancillary services to encourage
flexible generation and ensure it is
monitored and reviewed regularly to
ensure efficient delivery.

INCENTIVISING MONOPOLIES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

We Ensure networks are benchmarked
internationally to drive efficiency gains.

 Ongoing EU Operational Network Codes & Implementation & ACER engagement on Rules for Generators (RFG) / High
Voltage Direct Current Connections (HDVC) / Demand Connection Code (DCC) / Distribution System Operator (DSO) Working
Group / Flexibility Task Force / Electricity Working Group (EWG) /ENMTF/Other EU Issues.
 Ongoing engagement and input into development of pan European TSO data analysis with a view to standardising
benchmarking for regulatory reporting for future gas price controls.
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SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Place tough incentives on monopolies to drive
improvements in their performance without
sacrificing service quality.

 Develop customer performance indicators to incentivise increased customer satisfaction amongst gas customers
 Implementation of Tariff network code and CAM network code and monitoring of existing EU requirements to include Brexit.
 Publish a consultation paper on incentives, CAPEX reporting and innovation / strategic incentive funds for the electricity
network companies.
 Present internally an emerging thinking paper on incentives, CAPEX reporting and innovation / strategic incentive funds for
the electricity network companies.

INNOVATION & CONSUMER WELFARE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Where appropriate, provide incentives to
stimulate efficient innovation, both through
network reviews as well as increased
emphasis on areas such as demandside measures. This process of continual
innovation should provide a wider range of
choice for consumers as well as driving down
prices of existing services.

 Finalise treatment of Electric Vehicle charging infrastructure. Facilitate implementation of Broadband Cost Reduction
Directive. Continue TSO innovation framework.

HIGH LEVEL GOAL 6

GOAL 6. TO ENSURE “REGULATION IS BEST INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE” – LIVING UP TO OUR VALUES

REGULATORY PRACTICE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Regularly reviewing regulatory practice to
document and implement best regulatory
practice

 Provide services to external stakeholders (e.g. Freedom of Information, AIE, general queries). Maintain appropriate levels of
competence. Provide services to internal parties to ensure efficient and effective operation of CER to best practice.
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 Internal review of compliance and enforcement tools available to CER to ensure they are being used appropriately and
effectively.

LEGAL SERVICES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Delivery of effective and efficient internal legal
support service

 To provide legal advice as required by CER efficiently and efficiently to the Commissioner, Directors, Managers and Analysts
in a solution based manner
 To encourage CER staff to use Standard Operating Procedures when engaging with the Legal Division for both in-house and
external legal service requirements
 To install and embed the new case management software in Legal Division and ensure staff training to optimise efficiencies
 To manage the FOI and AIE function for CER and ensure that sufficient training is provided to CER staff members who deal
with FOI and AIE matters
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WATER REGULATION
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2017
1. The CER will work to ensure a transparent and harmonised connection policy is in place for 2018 for new Irish Water customers
2. The CER will work to ensure a transparent and harmonised suite of tariffs is in place for Irish Water’s non-domestic customers for 2018. The CER will oversee a smooth and
equitable transition to new tariffs for existing customers, and will fully engage with customers as part of the process.
3. The CER will transparently monitor Irish Water’s delivery of its capital investment plan and will share information at agreed intervals with Key Stakeholders (including relevant
Government Departments and the Environmental Protection Agency). The CER will also monitor Irish Water’s performance against key metrics, including adherence to its
customer code of practice, boil water notices, water quality, leakage reduction and water consumption. This will allow the CER to assess the level of service improvements
provided by Irish Water to its customers over time.
4. The CER will support the administration of the Public Water Forum to access views of the general public on the provision of Irish Water services.
5. The CER will monitor Irish Waters compliance with the standards of service in its customer handbook and offer its customers a dispute resolution service.
6. The CER will initiate a project to set revenue allowances, operational and capital cost reductions and efficiency targets for Irish Water for the period post 2018 and to validate
Irish Water’s past performance relative to cost reductions, efficiency improvements, and other deliverables previously required by the CER.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Irish Water Connection policy: In 2018, following a consultation process, the CER will approve Irish Water’s revised policy for parties who wish to connect to either the water
or wastewater network. A harmonised connection policy will bring benefits to customers by being more transparent and fair. By quarter 2 2017 the CER will finalise the scope
and timelines for this project. During 2017 CER will also publish for consultation Irish Water’s proposed connection policy and will ensure adequate stakeholder engagement
throughout the process.
2. Irish Water Non-domestic tariffs: This project when implemented in 2018 will ultimately deliver a transparent, harmonised suite of tariffs to ensure non-domestic customers
are charged fairly for usage of water and wastewater services. During Q2 2017, the CER will consult on Irish Water’s proposals for non-domestic tariffs including proposals
for transitioning to the new tariff regime. By Q1 2018, following consultation, decisions on revised non-domestic tariffs will be made which will be accompanied by revised
customer protections for Irish Water non-domestic customers.
3. Monitor Irish Water capital investment: The CER will put in place for 2017 a fit for purpose framework showing progress in terms of Irish Water’s infrastructure and customer
service delivery. This will facilitate an evaluation of efficiency. Once established the CER will publish periodic reports on Irish Water service delivery in appropriate accessible
format during 2017.
4. Monitor Irish Water overall performance against key metrics: The CER will publish information for customers and key stakeholders at intervals during 2017 on Irish Water’s
performance in key areas. This will include information on Irish Water adherence to its customer codes of practice, boil water notices, water quality, leakage reduction and
water consumption. This will facilitate an evaluation of the utility’s performance over time and also ensure that transparent data on the utility’s performance is available to
customers.
5. Transparent engagement with stakeholders: The CER will act transparently when carrying out its work regulating Irish Water and the services it provides through engaging
with the Public Water Forum, the CER’s Non-Domestic Water User Group, the Department for Housing, Planning, Community and Local Government, public representatives,
the Environmental Protection Agency, and other key stakeholders. The CER will also consult and publish information papers on key areas in advance of any decisions.
6. Complaints: The CER will ensure that resolution of all complex Irish Water customer complaints takes place within 90 days in line with dispute resolution legislation. This
provides customers with a relatively simple mechanism through which they can seek to resolve issues they have with Irish Water.
7. Irish Water costs and efficiencies: In mid-2017, the CER will publish a discussion paper regarding its project to set appropriate revenue allowances, cost reductions and
efficiency targets for Irish Water for the period post 2018. This project will be the third such review completed by the CER and will conclude in 2018. It will include an
assessment of how Irish Water has performed relative to cost reductions, efficiency improvements and other deliverables previously required by the CER.
8. The CER notes the work recently undertaken by the Expert Commission on Domestic Public Water Services and the recommendations included within its report. The CER will
ensure that it retains adequate flexibility within its work plan to allow completion of any necessary work in this area.
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WORK PLAN FOR 2017
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 4

TO ENSURE “A RELIABLE SUPPLY OF CLEAN WATER AND EFFICIENT TREATMENT OF WASTEWATER”
– SECURE, ROBUST WATER SUPPLIES AND WASTE WATER DISPOSAL

ESTABLISH FRAMEWORK FOR THE ECONOMIC REGULATION OF IRISH WATER
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Use the statutory objectives given to
us in legislation to provide a clear and
understandable framework for the regulation
of Irish Water, in the interests of customers.

 The CER will continue to proactively engage with all interested parties to ensure increased understanding among
stakeholders of the CER’s role as the independent economic regulator of Irish Water. This includes engagement with the
relevant Government Department, public representatives, other public bodies, Irish Water customers and the European
network of water regulators (WAREG) and participation in industry events.
 The CER will hold regular meetings of the CER’s Non-Domestic Water User Group to ensure issues raised by those
stakeholders are understood and addressed.
 The CER will deliver a dispute resolution function for Irish Water customers and ensure investigations are completed and
decisions are issued on all Irish Water related complex complaints received by the CER within a 90 day period. This provides
customers with a relatively simple mechanism through which they can seek to resolve issues they have with Irish Water.
 The CER will provide advice to the Minister on relevant matters if requested, as outlined under the Water Services Act.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS:

Work to build a system of network regulation,
using best principles both from our own
experience of energy networks as well as
water regulation in other jurisdictions.

 The CER will commence work in 2017 on its third review of Irish Water revenue requirement to allow:
–

An assessment of whether Irish Water has achieved the operational and capital cost reductions and efficiency
improvements set by the CER for the 2017 to 2018 period, while delivering capital projects and continuing to operate the
water and wastewater systems; and,

–

the setting of a revenue allowances which will allow Irish Water to cover its costs for the period post 2018. This work will
incorporate the setting of operational and capital cost reductions and efficiency improvement targets by the CER for the
period post 2018, serving the interest of Irish Water customers. The CER will publish a discussion paper on this project
by mid-2017.

 The CER will continue to work to validate figures on service delivery and spend provided by Irish Water to the CER. This work
may include development of regulatory accounts or equivalent documents. The CER will work to ensure such information is
available in appropriate formats on its web-site.
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SYSTEM OF CHARGES FOR WATER CUSTOMERS
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Develop and maintain a system of charging
that is fair and transparent to all consumers.

 The CER is working to ensure Irish Water develops a transparent and harmonised connection policy to replace the existing
arrangements. The scope and timelines for this project will be developed by the CER in the early stages of 2017, with initial
consultation on Irish Water proposals taking place during 2017
 The CER is working to ensure Irish Water develops a transparent and harmonised suite of non-domestic tariffs to replace
the existing arrangements:
 In Phase 1 of this project the CER will publish Information Papers
 In Phase 2 of this project the CER will publish consultation and decision papers on tariff design & transitional arrangements
 In Phase 3 of this project the CER will publish a consultation and decision paper on the Non-Domestic Customer Handbook
 In Phase 4 of this project the CER will publish a consultation and decision paper on non-domestic tariff rates
 The CER will resolve any minor Non-domestic tariff/policy issues (that arise outside of the above projects). This will ensure
that any issues are dealt with appropriately within the regulatory model.
 The CER will complete any relevant work to ensure that any issues relating to the bulk transport of waste (i.e. to treatment
plants) is dealt with appropriately within the regulatory model.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Work with Irish Water to ensure that, as a
monopoly provider, it strives to achieve and
improve a high level of customer service that
responds to customer needs and desires.

 The CER will continue to implement and review Irish Water’s performance against the Irish Water customer handbook and
publish reports on Irish Water progress.
 The CER will publish information on Irish Water’s performance in key areas where available. This will include with respect
to its customer codes of practice, its first fix scheme, boil water notices, water quality, leakage, etc. This will facilitate an
evaluation of the utility’s performance over time and also ensure that transparent data on the utility’s performance becomes
available to customers.
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EFFICIENT INVESTMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Ensure that sufficient investment is made
to improve the network and meet the
requirements of the EU Water Framework
Directive.

 The CER will engage with all relevant stakeholders including the relevant Government Departments, Irish Water and the
EPA to ensure the CER’s work is consistent and supportive of the implementation of the Water Framework Directive. This
engagement will include participation in Water Policy Advisory Committee meetings and other engagements as required.
 The CER will continue to participate in the Lead Communications Working Group
 The CER will review, approve and report on Irish Water’s work under the Innovation Fund which has been put in place by the
CER. This will lead to the examination of innovations relating to the water and wastewater systems which may otherwise not
have been examined by Irish Water.
 The CER will participate in the Water Statistics Steering Group to improve availability of key data on the water sector.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Ensure that sufficient investment is made
to improve the network and meet the
requirements of the EU Water Framework
Directive.

 The CER will engage with Irish Water to ensure its Network Extensions & Strategic Development Zones Policy is developed
and implemented in a manner that is consistent with stated Government policy and in the interests of water customers.
 The CER will engage with Irish Water to ensure its Taking in Charge Policy is developed and implemented in a manner that
is consistent with stated Government policy and in the interests of water customers.
 The CER will during 2017 develop a transparent capital investment monitoring framework showing Irish Water progress on
delivering key Irish Water infrastructure projects and more generally tracking levels of service improvements delivered by
Irish Water in return for investments made. The CER monitoring framework when in place shall assist all interested parties
in monitoring progress of Irish Water in infrastructure delivery.

HIGH LEVEL GOAL 5

TO ENSURE THAT “THE PRICES CHARGED ARE FAIR AND REASONABLE” - FULLY COMPETITIVE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETS AND WELL-REGULATED NETWORKS, DELIVERING FAIR AND
EFFICIENT PRICES TO CUSTOMERS

COMPETITION IN MARKETS AND COMPETITIVE PRICES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Ensure all consumers are protected against
any unfair practices and have access to
information to enable them to make informed
decisions to switch supplier, promoting
greater competition & choice

 Deliver dispute resolution function for Irish Water and energy customers. All complex complaints to be investigated and a
decision issued by the CER within 90 days. Annual report to be sent to the Minister.
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REGULATORY PRACTICE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Regularly reviewing regulatory practice to
document and implement best regulatory
practice

 The CER will advance its Water Strategy during 2017, as required under the Water Services Act.
 The CER will continue to engage with other European water regulators as a member of WAREG to ensure its regulatory
model remains best practice.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Continue to pursue a structured, co-operative
and mutually beneficial engagement with a
broad range of statutory and non-statutory
stakeholders, on a formal basis as necessary,
across three broad groupings:

 The CER will act transparently when carrying out its work through engaging with the Government Department, Public Water
Forum, the CER’s Non-Domestic Water User Group, the EPA, and other key stakeholders. The CER will also consult and
publish information papers on key areas.

 National
 North/South (All-Island)

 The CER will also manage stakeholder engagement through the hosting of Consumer Stakeholder Group meetings during
the year.
 The CER will also provide administrative support and act as secretary to the Public Water Forum respecting its independent
role.

 International
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ENERGY MARKETS
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2017
1. Energy Markets - Decision on Trading and Settlement Code and Energy Trading Arrangement parameters by end of Q2 2017
2. Capacity Remuneration Mechanism (CRM): Decisions on Capacity Mechanism Code (CMC), parameters and support Department of Communications, Climate Action and
Environment on state aid application
3. Scope validation/ Cost Benefit Assessment for the for the scope, scale and timing of the national smart metering programme
4. Consult and decide on the Public Service Obligation (PSO) Levy
5. Implement outstanding decisions from the Supplier Handbook review process
6. Update process for Supplier of Last Resort for Pay As You Go (PAYG) meters

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Enhance competitiveness of electricity and gas markets by robustly monitoring retail markets, and publish quarterly and monthly monitoring reports
2. Provide certainty to customers by consulting and deciding on the PSO levy by 1st August 2017.
3. Complete consultation on a new methodology for the allocation of costs for the PSO levy, and apply the most appropriate methodology according to the outcome of the
consultation for the 2017/2018 levy period.
4. Complete all regulatory decisions to allow ISEM energy market systems to be tested prior to the end of 2017.
5. Complete all regulatory decisions to allow capacity market auction to be trialled before December 2017.
6. Programme management of the National Smart Metering Programming including oversight of the elements of the programme led by ESB Networks and Gas Networks
Ireland; completion of the scope validation/cost benefit analysis (CBA) to establish the scope, scale and timing of the upgrade of electricity and gas meters to facilitate
smart services.
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WORK PLAN FOR 2017
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 5

TO ENSURE THAT “THE PRICES CHARGED ARE FAIR AND REASONABLE” - FULLY COMPETITIVE
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL MARKETS AND WELL-REGULATED NETWORKS, DELIVERING FAIR AND
EFFICIENT PRICES TO CUSTOMERS.

WHOLESALE ELECTRICITY: THE SINGLE ELECTRICITY MARKET
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Ensure that the I-SEM is implemented
to comply with European network code
requirements by the end of 2016 bringing
benefits of more integrated markets to
customers.

 Implement I-SEM licencing requirements
–

Update market operator and transmission system operator licences

–

Update Interconnector licenses

–

Update generator and supplier licenses

 ISEM Go Live Readiness
–

Development of Criteria, Governance & Contingency for each Go Live event

–

Development of Stakeholder Communication plan

–

Ongoing assessment of Market Operator (MO) and Transmission System Operator (TSO)Readiness

–

Ongoing assessment of market participants readiness

–

Ongoing assessment of Regulated Authority internal readiness

 Complete market operator Price Control for ISEM
 Update Trading and Settlement Code
 Complete arrangements for market coupling with United Kingdom
 Market Coupling - RA approvals and implementation


Support DCCAE in getting state aid approval for capacity mechanism

 Complete regulatory supports for first capacity auctions
 Monitoring developments at an EU level to ensure alignment between I-SEM design and EU developments
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SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

I-SEM to build on the experience of the
SEM and include effective monitoring and
implementation of rules, including market
power mitigation measures as required.

 Ongoing Single Electricity Market (SEM) Audit, parameters and Mods Committee Work; SEM Close out.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Develop a wholesale market that will treat
flexible conventional generation, demand side
participation, storage, and interconnection
equally, while delivering government
renewable energy targets. Address interaction
of electricity and gas markets as part of the
wholesale market design.

 Publish generator financial performance report.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Work with ACER (Agency for the Co-operation
of Energy Regulators) and the CEER (Council
of European Energy Regulators) to seek
common European solutions to the challenges
our market faces.

 As necessary, carry out investigations and enforcement actions under Regulation on Wholesale Energy Market Integrity and
Transparency (REMIT) legislation.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

1. Minimise curtailment of renewable
generators by increasing incentives for
flexibility for conventional generators.

 Audit PSO submissions and publish Proposed PSO Decision Paper

2. The SEMC/CER, under DS3, to complete a
review of ancillary services to encourage
flexible generation and ensure it is
monitored and reviewed regularly to
ensure efficient delivery.

 Publish Decision Paper on ESBN’s PSO Cost Allocation Methodology

 Decision Papers on Bidding Controls and Forward/Liquidity Arrangements.

 Directed Contracts Modelling - Quarterly DC Prices, Quantities and Supplier Eligibilities.
 PSO CfD Modelling – Quarterly.

 Publish PSO Decision Paper and issue final statements

COMPETITION IN MARKETS AND COMPETITIVE PRICES
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

1. Ensure retail energy markets have a
competitive structure, and through
the SEMC to promote competition at a
wholesale level.

 CEER-ACER Retail Working Group Activities

2. Continue to monitor and set market rules
to encourage competitive behaviour to
ensure competitive prices are charged
3. Intervene if markets are not achieving
competitive outcomes to protect
consumers.

 Delivery of CEER-ACER Retail Competition Market Monitoring Report
 Supplier of Last Resort - Consultation Paper, developed and published
 Supplier of Last Resort- Decision Paper developed and published. Changes required to licences identified and wording
decided
 Electricity Industry Governance Group (IGG) Monthly meetings
 Review of Electricity Retail Market Code and Governance Arraignments. Developed to Publishable Format Document
 Gas Market Arrangements Retail Group (GMARG) Monthly meetings
 Issue Supply Licences and review impacts on guidance documents
 Licence Application and guidance notes review
 Retail Competition Assessment. Develop Internal Information note with next steps identified.

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Revise and keep under review its retail
monitoring framework as necessary to
support our role in ensuring effective
competition and customer choice.

 Market Monitoring Monthly and Quarterly Reports and Presentation
 Market Monitoring Annual Report for 2016
 Retail Market Model - Run Retail Market Model as required but at least once for the annual report
 ESRI study retail markets
 Review of Debt Flagging Process scoping and next steps
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SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Ensure that all consumers are protected
against any unfair practices and have access
to information that will enable them to
make informed decisions to switch supplier,
promoting greater competition

 Supplier Hand Book final decision and document published
 Consumer Survey Published
 Annual Supplier Audits Conducted and Information note published
 Fuel Mix and Green Source Products Framework Consultation and decision
 Fuel Mix Disclosure and Guarantees of Origin Report Published
 Green Source Verifications (CER review completed and included for the Fuel Mix Disclosure Report)
 Price Comparison Web Site Audit Information Note Published.
 Review of Price Comparison Web Site Consultation and decision
 Administrative sanctions scope and planning of requirements
 Ad hoc compliance matters and complaints and general operational matters

SMART METERS
STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Act to ensure that the roll-out of Smart Energy
Meters stimulates competition, by ensuring a
range of offerings are available to customers
that enhance choice and allow informed
comparison of different offers when and how
consumers purchase energy.

 National Smart Metering Programme (NSMP) Management: Effective Management of overall NSMP (includes internal
updates, DCCAE and other stakeholder management)
 Implementation of new governance framework for NSMP to ensure effective oversight of development by networks
companies of joint delivery plan.
 Re-run of cost benefit analysis and scope validation in order to inform scope of CER final decision on NSMP
 Development with CER Networks Division of appropriate incentive mechanisms for ESBN and GNI regarding NSMP delivery.
 Plan Impact Assessment and Supplier Mobilisation
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CORPORATE SERVICES and CUSTOMER CARE TEAM
KEY PRIORITIES FOR 2017
1. Provide core services and operational support across CER divisions to enable delivery of the CER strategic plan and work programme objectives
2. Delivery of a project during 2017 to change the CER name to Commission for the Regulation of Utilities (CRU), project to encompass development of a consumer focused
web-site
3. Finalisation and implementation during 2017 of CER HR Strategy in line with best practice across public service
4. Work with parent department to agree appropriate compliance with Revised Code of Practice for Corporate Governance
5. Delivery of ICT strategy to support the work of the CER
6. Deliver an accessible and effective customer resolution function for water and energy customers

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
1. Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU) name with new web-site is launched by end Q3 2017
2. Resolution of all complex customer complaints takes place within 90 days in line with dispute resolution legislation
3. CER published accounts for 2017 reflect compliance with revised Code of Practice for Corporate Governance
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WORK PLAN FOR 2017
HIGH LEVEL GOAL 6

TO ENSURE “REGULATION IS BEST INTERNATIONAL PRACTICE” – LIVING UP TO OUR VALUES

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Ensure our Resource Planning system
identifies the skills and competency
requirements of the organisation and aligns
and develops this to our staff

 Following the completion of the HR Strategy, a recruitment plan will be developed covering the period 2017-2020

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Continue to implement a best practice
Performance Management and Development
system.

 Competency frameworks will be completed and rolled out for all grades in the Commission which will assist managers/
directors with the completion of the performance management development system

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Implement a knowledge management system
appropriate to the evolving needs of the
organisation

 A review and audit of all HR policies and procedures will be carried out in 2017 to ensure compliance with best practice in
public sector. Once approved they will be shared with staff through the CER intranet

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Our training and development programme,
our resource planning activities and our
business planning activities will be aligned

 The 2017 staff training and development plan will be implemented in a cost efficient manner. Adherence to policies will be
monitored
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 The performance management development process will be carried out, with assistant being given to staff when required

 A new staff handbook will be developed during 2017 once a review of policies has been completed

 For 2018, a review of skills matrixes received from all divisions will be carried out to assist with preparation of the 2018 staff
training and development plan

SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Operational activities developed in line to
support work of organisation.

 Ongoing operational CER HR work will continue to be delivered in line with best practice and public sector policy
 A plan for the implementation of the HR strategy will be agreed with Commission and thereafter be rolled out and monitored
 Delivery of a facilities function that is maintained to a high quality standard to ensure a safe and comfortable environment
for the staff of the commission
 Reception duties will be delivered to the highest professional standard. To include monitoring of stationary and catering
supplies.

INTEGRATED BUSINESS PLANNING
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Implement an integrated business planning
process which will provide a clear link
between individual objectives and the
Commission’s goals.

 Within year monitoring of integrated plan - Quarterly reporting plus change control
 Report: Planning parameters set, IT system enhancements, templates approved & presented
 Report: Prepare Drafts & Final integrated plan for SMT review & communicate to all staff

REGULATORY PRACTICE
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

We will subject our regulatory practice to
regular review and document and implement
best regulatory practice

 Regulatory Accounts Project: complete a review of licence conditions and existing Regulatory Accounting Guidelines to
define the scope of requirements re the overall development of an analytical framework for monitoring and review of annual
accounts submitted from a market and networks perspective
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FINANCIAL & PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Facilitate and enhance effective business
decisions and the attainment, utilization,
and allocation of financial resources for
all business units by providing relevant
and responsive financial, procurement and
administrative support services

 Maintenance of the CER’s financial records & reporting; financial strategy formulation plus analysis; finance policy &
systems development; financial control, insurance cover, preparation of cost accounts, fixed asset accounting. Ad-hoc
financial assessment & analysis reports to business. Audited Financial Statements for 2016 submit to DCCAE
 Project: Procure and implement new Finance System
 Calculation and collection of industry funding levies; process all incoming receipts; processing of payments to creditors
(suppliers)
 Preparation of the CER’s annual budget.
 Cash Management; managing and planning for all tax-related expenditure.
 Audit liaison (& internal audit); corporate governance reporting incl. development of a corporate governance framework
for CER.
 Implement Risk Management policies and procedures. Update and maintain CER Risk Register
 Outsource Payroll processing and expense management: processes all employee-initiated expenses and enforcing policies
related to employee expenses
 Procurement Support Services: Co-ordinate procurement processes on behalf of organizational buyers both on the national
procurement portal and contact notices on OJEU, plus restricted process (€5k to €25k) to bidders.
 Corporate Services: Pension Administration & Trusteeship; Formalise the DPER Single Scheme admin arrangements for
CER Members
 Deliver & support the development, ongoing implementation of Project Management Processes
 Project: Specific / targeted project support (as per Project Inventory for 2017).

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Continue to pursue a co-operative and
mutually beneficial engagement with a
broad range of statutory and non-statutory
stakeholders across national, All-Island and
international groups

 Consumer communications campaign to support engagement with energy market and support competition.
 Implement engagement plan to compliment consultation process and further inform all relevant stakeholders of CER roles
and activities.
 Provide accurate and timely information to stakeholders on all activities and decisions of the CER including media,
members of the Oireachtas and general public.
 Develop marketing material to support functions of the CER including annual report and general marketing material.
 Deliver name change and new brand identity across all platforms and stakeholder groups to reflect expanded remit of CER.
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INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY
SERVICE ACTIVITY / KEY OBJECTIVE

OUTPUTS

Review and continuously improve Information
and Communications Technology (ICT)
Systems and Solutions to assist and enhance
staff in their duties.

 Deliver items listed for the year in the new 2017 - 2020 ICT Strategy. The items for the year have been set out in the
associated implementation plan. The 2017 ICT Project Plan will list the deliverables and milestones for each item.
 Continue to manage and review all external contractors to ensure that they are delivering the service in accordance with the
SLA. This includes continuous reviews of performance and ensuring contractors deliver best value for money.
 Continue to monitor, review, audit and enhance the security of the CER ICT system. This will include annual audits and
implementation of new security systems where necessary.
 Continue to deliver the CER QMS. This will involve developing SOPs and implementing electronic systems for the automating
of certain business processes as set out in the QMS Plan for 2017. This will also include training where necessary.
 Continue to carry out all ICT procurements as required. This will involve drafting ITTs, T&Cs and evaluation processes as
needed.
 Continue to manage and enhance all websites used by the CER. This will involve ensuring all sites are maintained and
supported.
 Continue to manage all web publications on CER websites and ensure news alerts are circulated to all stakeholders.
 Continue to manage all ICT administration needs, including, setting up of new accounts, disabling old accounts, maintaining
secure portal and distributing user guides etc.
 Continue to develop ICT training courses and user guides. This will include developing and delivering training courses on
new and existing systems and also in the area of ICT security.
 Continue to manage the ICT budget and ensure that project spends are monitored and maintained. This will ensure that CER
is getting best value for money.
 Continue to monitor and maintain the DR solution. This will involve carrying out DR testing as and when required.
 Continue to monitor and improve ICT policies and procedures.
 Continue to manage all correspondence through the info@cer.ie mail account
 Continue to liaise with external contractors on support tickets to ensure CER staff are receiving the level of support
required.
 Continue to provide admin support for all FOI/ AIE requests.
 Continue to manage all media articles and circulate to all staff each morning
 Continue to provide admin support for HPRM
 Continue to provide admin support for all archiving both internally and externally
 Continue to provide all ICT facility services including moving PCs, supporting all photocopiers, relocating staff to new desks,
supporting card access system and providing other ICT related facility services.
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